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CERTIFICATION 

The Hewlett-Packard Company certifies that this instrument was thoroughly tested and 
inspected and found to meet its published specifications when it was shipped from the 
factory. The Hewlett-Packard Company further certifies that its calibration measurements 
are traceable to the u.s. National Bureau of Standards to the extent allowed by the 
Bureau 's calibration facility. 

WARRANTY 

This Hewlett-Packard product is warranted against defects in material and workmanship 
for a period of 90 days from date of shipment. Hewlett-Packard will repair or, at its option, 
replace, without charge, any parts which prove to be defective during the warranty 
period. Warranty service will be performed on-site at the custome r's facility in the United 
States, Canada, Western Europe and in other countries near designated Hewlett-Packard 
service facilities, provided that the customer 's facilities are accessible and regularly served 
by suitable public transportation. 

NO OTHER WARRANTIES ARE EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PAR
TICULAR PURPOSE. HEWLETT-PACKARD IS NOT LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES. 

CAUTION 
LASER RADIATION 

DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM 

MAXIMUM OUTPUT: 1 mw 
PULSE SPEC : continuous wave 

LASER MEDIUM: helium neon 

CL ASS 11 LASER PR QOUC. ' 

The Straightness Interferometer and Straightness Reflector have precision ground and 
accurately lapped external surfaces. For best performance, keep the mechanical and 
optical surfaces clean. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This publication is a supplement to the basic 5526A Laser Measurement System Operator's 
Handbook, and should be placed in the Operator's Handbook three-ring binder. Model 5526A 
Options 030 and 031 provide the capability of making straightness measurements over the ranges 
of 4 inches (100 mm) to 10 feet (3m) and 3 feet (1m) to 100 feet (30m) respectively. Option 032 
is the combination of Options 030 and 031; it provides a straightness measurement capability 
over both ranges. 

The basic 5526A Laser Measurement System includes the following items: 

• 5500C Laser Head 

• 5505A Laser Display 

The straightness measurement. options consist of the following items: 

Option 030 Short-Range Straightness Interferometer 

• 10579A Straightness Adapter 

• 10690A Short-Range Straightness Interferometer 

Option 031 Long-Range Straightness Interferometer 

• 10579A Straightness Adapter 

• 10691A Long-Range Straightness Interferometer 

Option 032 Full-Range Straightness Interferometer 

• 10579A Straightness Adapter 

• l0690A Short-Range Straightness Interferometer 

• 10691A Long-Range Straightness Interferometer 

As shown in Figure I, the 10f)79A Straightness Ada pter consists of the 10579-60004 Resolution 
Extender and the 10579-60001 Straightness Adapter Assembly. Figure 2 shows a typical 
Straightness Interferometer. The only difference in the short-range and long-range version8 is in 
the optical characteristics. Each Straightness Interferometer consists of a Straightness Inter
ferometer Assembly and a Straightness Reflector. 

The Straightness Interferometer measures lateral displacement between the Straightness Inter
ferometer Assembly and the Straightness Reflector mirror axis. Displacement is measured along 
a line perpendicular to the reflecting mirror axis and parallel to the longer dimension of the 
reflecting mirrors. A single pass measures deviation in one plane. If passes are made in both the 
horizontal and vertical planes, then the total deviation from a straight line can be determined. 

The Straightness Interferometer differs from the distance measuring interferometer in that the 
returned laser beam travels along the same axis as the transmitted laser beam. For this reason, 
it is necessary to place the 10579·60001 Straightness Adapter Assembly between the Laser 
Head and the Straightness Interferometer Assembly. The adapter displaces the returned beam to 
an axis one-half inch below the transmitted beam, and the return beam enters the lower 
DISPLAY A aperture on the Laser Head turret. 

NOTE 

If the 5500C Laser Head is to be used primarily for straightness measure
ments, the 10579-60001 Straightness Adapter Assembly may be installed 
inside the Laser Head. Otherwise, the Laser Head can be modified to permit 
rapid installation on the front of the Laser Head. This requires removal of 
the four screws securing the front plate to the Laser Head, and installation 
of four special mounting screws, HP PI N 10579·20001. The adapter can then 
be installed and removed without the use of tools. 
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10550-20006 

10690-60001 
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10691-6000 1 

10579-60004 

Figure 1. 10579A Straightness Adapter 
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Figure 2. 10690A and 10691A Straightness Interferometers 
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5526A LASER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND ITS PUBLICATIONS 

The 5526A Laser Measurement System is described in the 5526A Laser Measurement System 
Operator's Handbook and each standard option is des~ribed in a separate publication. A list 
of publications about the laser measurement system is available from the following address: 

HEWLETT·PACKARD 
5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard 
Santa Clara, California 95050 

United States of America 
Attention: Laser Publications 

FIRST TEST OF 5526A OPTION 30 SERIES STRAIGHTNESS INTERFEROMETERS 

When the 5526A Laser Measurement System with Options 030, 031, or 032 is first delivered 
and set up for use, it should be tested for correct operation. Refer to the 5526A Laser Measure· 
ment System Operator's Handbook for basic system tests. For the first operational test with the 
Straightness Interferometer options refer to the following paragraphs. 

Operational Test 

An operational test is normally performed on a machine having a table that is movable in 
Ollf' or more axes , and the following procedure is based upon a machine installation. If a 
ma(' hine is not available, the setup can be simulated on a stable flat surface. Place the 5500C 
I.aser Head, 10579·60004 Resolution Extender, and 5505A Laser Display in suitable pperating 
positions a nd complete the following procedure. It is recommended that the Laser Head be 
mounted on a 10580A Laser Tripod. 

CAUTION 
Electrical power must be off while connecting or disconnecting cables in the 
Laser Measurement System. 

1. Connect 05500·60025 cable between DISPLAY A connector or rear of 5500C Laser Head and 
LASER connector on rear of 10579·60004 Resolution Extender. 

2. Connect second 05500·60025 cable between DISPLAY connector on rear panel of 10579· 
60004 Resolution Extender and LASER connector on rear panel of 5505A Laser Displlty. 

3. Connect power cord between 5505A Laser Display and a suitable outlet. 

4. Turn system power on and set Resolution Extender for the STRAIGHTNESS (EXTENDED) 
mode. 

5. Set up a nd align the Straightness Interferometer optical system. (Refer to Optical System 
Alignment on page l:U 

6. With 5505A Laser Display BEAM ALIGNMENT meter indicating in the green range, press 
the RESET switch a nd verify that the RESET lamp stops flashing. 

7. Momentarily interrupt the laser beam and verify that the RESET lamp starts flashing. 
Press RESET switch again. 

8. Press XlO switch and move the Straightness Interferometer or the Straightness Reflector 
laterally a few thousandths of an inch. Verify that the display indicates the movement. 
Press the SMOOTH switch and repeat. (Refer to the 5526A Laser Measurement System 
Operator's Handbook for infonnation concerning the number of digits to be displayed in 
each mode.) 

9. On the Laser Display, push the TUNE switch to the left and verify that the LASER TUNING 
meter moves to the left. Hold the TUNE switch to the left until the LASER TUNING 
meter moves into the red area. Verify that the RESET lamp starts flashing a few seconds 
after the TUNE switch is released. 
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10. Push the TUNE switch to the right and hold until the LASER TUNING meter is near 
the middle of the green area. Release switch and verify that the RESET lamp stops flashing. 

II . Push the TUNE switch to the right again and hold until the LASER TUNING meter 
indicates in the right-hand red area. Verify that the RESET lamp starts flashing a few 
seconds after the TUNING switch is released. 

12. Return LASER TUNING meter to the center of the green area, release TUNING switch , 
and verify that the RESET lamp stops flashing. 

13. Very slowly move the Straightness Interferometer laterally until the returned laser beam 
misses the entry aperture. Verify that the RESET lamp starts to flash when the BEAM 
ALIGNMENT meter reaches the red area. This completes the operational test. 



PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

Model ;")526A 
Options 030, 0:31 , 032 

The Straightness Interferometer consists basically of two parts, a prism and a pair of flat 
mirrors rigidly attached to each other at a precise' angle. Figure 3 shows the basic optical 
schematic of the Straightness Interferometer. Because the composite refractive index of the 
prism is different for the two planes of polarization that distinguish FI and F2, the laser beams 
carrying FI and F2 exit the prism along different axes with a small included angle (8). The 
two beams are reflected back to the prism by two plane mirrors mounted at an angle precisely 
matched to that of the prism. The FI and F2 beams are reflected normally to recombine within 
the prism, and the combined beam is returned coaxially with the transmitted beam to a pa rtial 
mirror in the Straightness Adapter. Most of the returning signal is reflected down to a lOOIK, mir
ror that reflects the return beam into the lower aperture of the Laser Head. From there it 
passes through a demodulating polarizer to a photodetector where it is processed in the normal 
manner. 

Relative lateral displacement hetween the prism and the mirrors changes the optical path 
Ipngth between the two beams and causes a difference in the accumulated fringe counts. 
Lateral movement of the mirror assembly with respect to the diverging beams causes a lengthen
ing in the beam from the side to which the mirror assembly moves, and a shortening on the 
opposite beam . Thus, the mirror axis is the reference straightedge from which lateral movements 
are measured . For a movement of the prism with respect to the axis of the mirror assembly, 
there is an optical path length change within the prism that is proportional to the difference 
in the refractive indicies for each plane of polarization . In either case, for a relative lateral 
translation of X. the fringe counts accumulated will be equal to 2X Sin 812 where 8 is the 
included angle between the diverging beams from the prism. However, if the beam moves with 
respect to the mirror axis , any path length change in the air space is balanced by a compensating 
optical path length change within the prism. Thus, the Straightness Interferometer is insensitive 
to spatial deviations of the laser beam provided that enough signal is returned to keep the 
!)!)Of)A Laser Display BEAM ALIGNMENT meter in the green region. 

11 ---.. 
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OF " I FOR ONE PLANE OF POL A RI ZATION 
A ND "2 FOR TH E OTH ER PLANE . 
WEDGES n2 .1 HAVE TH E OPPOSITE 
PROPERT Y. 

M IRRORS 

Figurp :t Straightness Interferometer Optical Schematic 
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To provide a correct readout at the display, the fringe count must be multiplied by the 
reciprocal of 2 Sin 812, which for the value of 8 used in the Short-Range Interferometer is 
36. The 10579-60004 Resolution Extender electronically provides the multiplication and the 
Short-Range Interferometer retains the basic resolution of the 5526A Laser Measurement 
System. The value of 8 in the Long-Range Straightness Interferometer is one-tenth of that for 
the Short-Range Interferometer. When using the Long-Range Interferometer, the resolution of 
the least significant digit on the display is 0.00001 inch (0.1 micrometer) in the XlO mode 
and 0.0001 inch (1.0 micrometer) in the NORMAL and SMOOTH modes. Small pitch, yaw, 
or roll motions of the Straightness Interferometer do not create a path difference and do not 
affpct the measurement accuracy. 

MEASURING SETUPS 

The measuring setups for straightness, squareness, and parallelism are determined largely by 
thp fixturing facilities available for the major components of the optical system. It is recom
mended that the f)f)OOC Laser Head be mounted on the 105HOA Laser Tripod so that the laser 
bpam can be quickly and accurately aligned with the optical system. Figures 4, 5, and 6 
show plan views of hasic optical system setups. Refer to pagl' 1:\ for ()ptical System Alignment 
Procpdures. 
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Squareness Measurement Setups 

Squareness measurements can be accomplished with the aid of a pentaprism or an indexing 
table, and both techniques are illustrated in Figure 5. When using a pentaprism, the laser 
beam is projected through the pentaprism to the Straightness Reflector as shown in Figure 5a. 
Once the optical system is aligned, the Straightness Reflector axis must not be disturbed. The 
Straightness Interferometer Assembly is used to measure straightness of the first axis, and then 
moved to the second axis. 

Figure fib shows a typical measurement arrangement that uses an indexing table to establish a 
precise right angle. Essentially. the technique consists of two separate straightness measurement 
setups with the Straightness Reflector mounted on the indexing table. After the first axis is 
measured. the indexing table is rotated 90 degrees and the Laser Head and Straightness Inter
ferometer Assembly are moved to the second axis. Alignment on the second axis must be 
acc.omplished by adjusting the position of the Laser Head and the Straightness Interferometer 
Assembly. The Straightness Reflector must not be readjusted. 
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Figure 5, Squareness Measurement 
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Parallelism Measurement Setup 

Figure 6a shows a typical setup that can be used to measure parallelism between the lathe 
spindle axis and toolpost travel axis. The Straightness Reflector is mounted on the spindle to 
provide the reference "straightedge" and the Straightness Interferometer Assembly is mounted 
on the tool post. The Laser Head is tri-pod mounted perpendicular to the spindle axis with a 
turning mirror used to reflect the laser beam down the spindle axis. On some machines the 
laser beam can be projected directly through a hollow tailstock. Removal of a heavy ta il
stock is not recommended because that would alter the static loading of the lathe bed a nd 
introduce additiona l errors. 

STRAI GHTN ESS 

REFLECTOR 

ST RAIGHTNE SS 
INTERFEROMETER 

ASSEMBLY 

/ 

TURNING 
MIRRO R 

STRA IGHTNESS 
ADAPTER 

LASER HEAD 

a. Typical Parall eli sm Confi guration 

STRA IGHTNESS REF LECTOR 

b. First Measurement Pass 

STRA IGHTNE SS REF LECTOR 
ROT ATED 180 

c. Second Measure ment Pass 

_____ SPINDLE AXI S 

SPI ND L E AX IS -----

Pnra ll f' li~m f' rror equa ls th f' a ngula r cii splacement between th e tool pos t tra vel a xis and th e spindle axis . 
This i ~ oht nin f'd hy computing 91 a mi 92; then taking 112 their a lgehra ic sum . 

Figure n. Pa ra llelism Error 
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This parallelism measurement technique employs one set of measurements in the horizontal 
plane, and another set of measurements in the vertical plane. Each set of measurements is 
performed, using the high resolution straightness interferometer to detect angular displacement 
between the tool post travel axis and the spindle axis (refer to Figure 6b and 6c). When 81 and 
82 are computed, one-half their algebraic sum comprises the parallelism error in that plane. 
Th p horizont.al and vprtie-al parallelism error data provides a check of the lathe's abi lity to 
fune-tion. part.ie-ularly how e-lm;ply this machine can turn a perfect cylinder. 

After aligning the optical system, verify that the BEAM ALIGNMENT meter on the 5505A 
I .al'pr Oil'play rpmainl' in thp green region throughout the expected toolpost travel , ( I )X) as 
shown in Figure 7. Two passes must be completed to measure toolpost deviations in the 
horizontal plane (DH) as shown in Figure 7a. Two more passes are then performed to measure 
deviations in the vertical plane (Dy) as shown in Figure 7b. After completing the first pass 
with the long axis of the Straightness Reflector and the Straightness Interferometer turret in 
the horizontal plane, the Straightness Reflector (mounted on the spindle) must be rotated 
IRO degrees , all other Straightness Reflector adjustments remain unchanged. The DH / DX 
readings for both passes are plotted as shown in Figure 8a. H.·sf -fit stmight lin ps arp cirawn. 
and the horizontal parallelism error is obtained by computing half the angle included between 
the DH / DX lines of each pass (refer to Figure 8a equations). 

Repeat this procedure for vertical plotting by aligning the long axis of the Straightness 
Reflector (i .e. , the spindle) and Straightness Interferometer Turret into the vertical plane as 
shown in Figure 7b. Complete two passes with the spindle rotated 180 degrees on the second 
pass. Plot the Dy/ DH curves and compute the vertical parallelism error as shown in 
Figure Rb. 

FIXTURING 

When fixturing , remember that the Straightness Interferometers measure relative la teral 
movement between the Straightness Interferometer Assembly and the Straightness Reflector 
axis. As far as system operation is concerned, it is not significant whether the interferometer 
moves, the reflector axis moves, or both move. If the reflector axis moves 0.010 inches while 
the interferometer moves 0.001 inches, the display will show the algebraic s um of the two 
distances. Figure 9 shows the physical dimensions of the Straightness Interferometer 
Components . 

CAUTION 
The optical components of the Straightness Interferom
eter Assembly a nd the Straightness Reflector are precisely 
adj usted a nd must not be stressed. Never a pply clamping 
forces directly to the housings. Use mounting plates or bars 
provided , a nd apply clamps only to the plates or bars. 

Page 9 
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OPTICAL SYSTEM ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

The straightness interferometer uses plane mirror reflectors rather than cube comers. Since 
plane mirrors do not have the retroreflecting property of cube comers, the straightness 
interferometer requires more careful alignment. During the alignment procedure, the terms 
"Near End of Travel" and "Far End of Travel" will be used. Near end of travel is the point 
at which the straightness reflector and straightness interferometer are closest to one another, 
regardless of which one travels. Far end of travel is the point at which the straightness reflector 
and straightness interferometer are farthest from one another, regardless of which one travels. 
There are three stages to the alignment process, and there are two basic techniques for com
pleting the first stage. The alignment stages are as follows: 

• Laser Beam Alignment (parallel to axis of travel) 
• Straightness Interferometer Alignment 
• Straightness Reflector Alignment 

La .. r Beam Alignment (Parallel to Axis of Travel) 

The laser beam may be aligned by using a visual technique or an autoreflection technique. 
If the total travel is less than two feet (60 em), it is recommended that autoreflection be 
used. If the total travel is greater than two feet (60 em), either method may be used. As a 
general rule, autoreflection should be used only with the short-range system; it is very dif
ficult to achieve with the long-range system. A 10557A Turning Mirror is required for the 
autoreflection technique. 

a. Visual Alignment 

(1) Attach straightness adapter to front of 5500C using mounting bracket and 
special front-cover retaining screws. 

(2) Attach leveling table to back of straightness reflector mount. 

(3) Using shaft provided and vee-block, or mounting plate and magnetic clamp, 
attach Straightness Reflector assembly to that part of the machine or device 
under test which would ordinarily support the reference straightedge during 
a straightness measurement (for machine tools and measuring machine, it 
is that part of the machine on which the workpiece would be mounted). 

(4) Attach Straightness Interferometer to that part of the machine which would 
ordinarily carry the gage head or indicator during a conventional straightness 
measurement. The Straightness Interferometer should be oriented so that the 
lapped adjusting knob faces towards the laser. The milled groove should lie 
in a plane parallel to the long edge of the Straightness Reflector. . 

I 

(5) Run the machine slide to the near end of travel. Visually align the Straightness 
Interferometer so that it is centered with respect to the Straightness Reflector. 
Do not attempt to adjust the laser head at this time. 

(6) Run the machine slide to the far end of travel. Align laser so that the beam 
passes through the center of the Straightness Interferometer. For the short
range Straightness Interferometer, switch to small aperture. 
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(7) Adjust the Straightness Interferometer turret so that the two beams on the 
Straightness Reflector are off-set from the horizontal plane as s hown below. 

(R) Adjust the Laser Head so that the two beams a re eq ually displaced from the 
center of the Straightness Reflector. 

(9) Run the machine slide back to the near end of travel, and ch eck to ensure 
that laser heam rema ins centered in aperture of Straightness Interferometer. 
If not, repea t steps (5) through (9) . This completes visual a lignment of the 
laser. 

h. Autoreflection Alignm ent 

".,g,' I I 

(1 ) Attach s tra ightness a dapter to front of 5500C Laser Head. Use mounting 
hracket a nd special front-cover reta ining screws. 

(2) Attach leveling tahle to back of stra ightness refl ector mount. 

(3) Using shaft provided a nd vee-block, or mounting plate and magnetic clamp, 
a ttach stra ightness refl ector assembly to that part of t he machine or device 
under test which would ordinarily s upport the reference s tra ightedge during a 
straightness measurement (for machine tools it is that pa rt of the machine 
on which the workpiece would be mounted ). 

(4) Attach straightness interfel'Omctl' r to tht pa rt of the machine which would 
ordinarily ('arry tht> gagt· hl'ad or indicator during a conventiona l s tra ight
ness measureml'nt. The straightnt>ss interferometer should be ori t'nted so th at 
the la pped adjusting knob fun's towards the laser. The milled groove should 
li e in a pl a ne para llel to the long edge of the stra ightness refl ector . 

(5) Run the machine s lide to the near end of travel. Visually align the straightness 
interferometer so that it is centered with respect to the straightness refl ector. 
do not attempt to adjust the laser a t this time. 

(6) Align laser so that the beam passes through center of straightness interferom
eter. For the sh ort-range straightness interferometer, switch to the sma ll 
aperture on the laser head turret. 

(7) Place a 10557 A Turning Mirror between the Laser Head and the Stra ightness 
Interferometer as shown in the following illustration. Using a dial indicator or 
gage h ead , indicate the front ground surface of the Turning Mirror and adjust 
the Turning Mirror to be perpendicula r to the axis of travel whose stra ight
ness is to he measured. On many machines, the Turning Mirror front surface 
may he alignecl to a Tee-slot in the table or to the edge of the table. This 
eliminates the neecl for indicating the front surface. 

, 
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(8) Rotate and level the Laser Head until the laser beam is reflected back into the 
exit aperture of the Straightness Adapter by the Turning Mirror. 

(9) Remove the Turning Mirror and check to ensure that the laser beam passes 
through the center of the Straightness Interferometer. If not, use the cross 
slide and height adjustments on the tripod to reposition the laser beam so that 
it passes through the center of the Straightness Interferometer. DO NOT 
LEVEL OR ROTATE THE LASER HEAD. This completes alignment of the 
laser beam by autoreflection. 

Straightness Interferometer Alignment 

Use the following procedure to align the straightness interferometer. 

a. Run machine slide to the far end of travel. Rotate the knurled adjusting ring on 
thp int.erferometer until the two diverging spots are centered in the straightness 
l'\·f1('ct.or aperture as shown in the following illustration. 

l I 

11111/ \ \\\\~ 

• I • \ \ \ \ \ ~ ////11 

I I 
b. Using the micrometer adjustments, align the Straightness Reflector so the reflected 

laser beams both pass through the free aperture of the straightness interferometer 
and the straightness adapter. Switch to the large aperture on the laser head turret. 

c. Visually check to assure that the Straightness Interferometer is square to the laser 
beam. A gage block that can be wrung to the lapped face of the interferometer 
barrel is provided as a convenience feature if visual alignment is not practical. 

d. Set the 10597-60004 Resolution Extender to the STRAIGHTNESS (EXTENDED) 
mode and observe the BEAM AUGNMENT meter. 

e. Carefully rotate the knurled adjusting ring of the straightness interferometer until 
the BEAM ALIGNMENT meter indicates well into the green area of the scale. The 
BEAM ALIGNMENT meter will "peak" very quickly as the rotation adjustment is 
performed. It is recommended that the knurled ring be rotated very slowly during 
this adjustment. Normally, the adjustment required will be very slight. 
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NOTE 

Care is advised because false beam alignment could result 
when the Straightness Interferometer and the Straightness 
Reflector are aligned in close proximity of each other. 
This false alignment is characterized by a gradual increase 
in the meter reading as the interferometer turret is rotated, 
and by the final position of the interferometer turret notch 
being offset from the vertical or horizontal plane. To 
ensure that correct beam alignment is performed, the fol · 
lowing characteristics must be observed: 
(1) The BEAM ALIGNMENT meter peaks sharply as the 

interferometer turret is rotated towards the proper 
position. 

(;2) In its final position, the notch on the interferometer 
turret is perfectly aligned in the vertical or horizontal 
1\ I" 1\, . 

Straightness Reflector Alignment 

Use the following procedure to align the straightness reflector: 

a. Run the machine slide to the near end of travel a nd press RESET switch on the 
f)f)05A Laser Display. 

h. Ru·ri the machine slide to the far end of travel and note laser display . If the 
display indicated a progressive increase in counts as the machine slide is moved , 
the mirror axis is not exactly parallel to the machine travel. 

c. At the far end of travel , use the micrometer adjustment to align the Straightness 
Refl ector until the display reads zero. 

d. Repeat steps a, b , a nd c until the reflector axis is reasonably para llel to the machine 
travel. This completes a lignment of the Straightness Interferometer system. 
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